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Recent Industry Trends: Corporate Legal 
Perspective

• Increased awareness around need for information governance initiatives

• Leaner economy that is driving automation and efficiency at the 
corporate legal level
• Reference CLOC article in materials provided

• Heightened risk around cyber/breach 
• Less data is more….

• Desire to understand the corporate data footprint through mapping and 
classification 



Recent Industry Trends Cont…
Centralization of data at the eDiscovery level around 

information governance initiatives



Poor IG Planning Leads to Poor 
eDiscovery Results

Impacts….

• Legal hold challenges

• eDiscovery costs

• Attorney review cost



Poor IG Planning Leads to Poor eDiscovery 
Results (cont.)

• Increased cyber risk

• Storage cost 

• Defensible Deletion case study in 
materials provided



Practical Steps to Consider with Program and 
Policy Creation…

• Build a data map and classify records

• Know how to define a “record” in your business

• Seek guidance from counsel on regulatory issues



Practical Steps to Consider with Program 
and Policy Creation…

• Create a records retention coordinator role for each department

• Get to know your people…. custodian/IT interviews

• Evaluation of existing resources
 Human Capital vs. Technology Acquisition



By 2020, transactions on 
the Internet will reach 
450 billion per day.  

Or 312,500,000 per minute



By 2020, enterprise data content 
will exceed 240 exabytes per day.



An estimated 507 billion 
emails were sent daily in 
2013, or a stunning 964 
million emails per minute.



Daily





Outcomes are driven 
more by merits of the case 
than by litigation costs.

Disagree









Document retention policies, which are created in part to 
keep certain information from getting into the hands of 
others, including the Government, are common in business.  
It is, of course, not wrongful for a manager to instruct his 
employees to comply with a valid document retention 
policy under normal circumstances.

U.S. Supreme Court, 2005



Numerous federal courts have recognized that the routine 
destruction of information pursuant to a reasonable data 
retention policy is not grounds for sanctions.

Mississippi Federal Court, 2016



Elements of Document Retention Policy

Identify regulations requiring preservation
• Tax requirements
• Industry-specific regulations

Identify contractual preservation obligations
Determine business-purpose preservation requirements
Email—
• Automatic deletion period
• Archiving?

Mobile Devices



Elements of Document Retention Policy

Policies and practices documented

Employee training

Compliance audits

Suspension of policy for litigation-hold purposes



Email Deletion Period

90 45 21, but risky

California 
Federal Court

Colorado 
Federal Court

Maryland 
Federal Court



Absence of Document Retention Policy

Importantly, in coming to this conclusion [to issue 
sanctions], the court does not lay the majority of the 
fault at the feet of defendant’s counsel . . . for it is 
readily apparent that he was ill-served . . . by document 
retention and preservation policies that were—and may 
still be—antiquated and inadequate.

Federal Claims Court, 2007



Absence of Document Retention Policy

Issued sanctions against a company that did not 
have a document-retention policy and failed to 
preserve records pursuant to a litigation hold.

Illinois Federal Court, 2011



Absence of Document Retention Policy

Imposed large monetary sanctions for 
destructing emails due to inadequate internal 
document retention policies.

D.C. Federal Court, 2004



Litigation Hold

When triggered?

Identify key players/employees

Identify pertinent data sources

Distribute hold instructions in coherent fashion



Litigation Hold

Does not require preservation of every document

Obligation balanced against company’s right to 
manage its electronic information

Does not apply to inaccessible back-up tapes 
(disaster recovery)

Apply to back-up tapes used for information retrieval



QUESTIONS


